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Abstract
UCAR-COMET creates web-based training modules for professional
meteorologists. Prior to the implementation of this project, UCAR-COMET did not have
a Learning Management System. A Learning Management System is a web-based system
that allows meteorologists to keep track of personal information that relates to each
learning module. The Learning Management System also allows the meteorologists’
supervisors to monitor this information. Although there are many Learning Management
Systems on the market, most are expensive, cannot be customized, and require contract
agreements. UCAR-COMET would like to own a web-based system where users can
create and manage their own accounts. A user account primarily keeps track of progress
on each module and quiz scores. In the future, UCAR-COMET would like to add a
feature that will allow the user to take notes and bookmark pages while completing a
module. UCAR-COMET is a non-profit organization making cost a major factor.
A low-cost solution was achieved through the use of a MySQL database and php
GUI access pages. The system is hosted on an Apache Web Server. Qualified staff built
and implemented the solution. The web server is located in-house and users can gain
access to modules and the Learning Management System via browser and Internet
connection. The GUI is straightforward and easy to use. Support for the system is
provided via email.
The Learning Management System is quickly becoming part of any web-based
training program. The training budget is often the first item to get cut when money is
tight. UCAR-COMET must be proactive in providing meteorologists’ supervisors with
information on the effectiveness of web-based training. The effectiveness of training can
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be quantified via the information tracked by the Learning Management System. Through
the implementation of a low-cost Learning Management System, COMET-UCAR meets
its clients’ information tracking requirements.
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1.0 Chapter One: Introduction
1.1 Problem Statement
UCAR-COMET creates web-based training modules for professional
meteorologists. Prior to the implementation of this project, UCAR-COMET did not have
a Learning Management System. A Learning Management System is a web-based system
that allows meteorologists to keep track of personal information that relates to each
learning module. This System allows the meteorologists’ supervisors to monitor this
information. Although there are many Learning Management Systems on the market,
most are expensive, cannot be customized, and require contract agreements. UCARCOMET would like to own a web-based system where users can create and manage their
own accounts. A user account primarily keeps track of progress on each module and quiz
scores. In the future, UCAR-COMET would like to add a feature that will allow the user
to take notes and bookmark pages while completing a module.

1.2 Review of Existing Situation
“In 1989 the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR) and the
National Weather Service (NWS) established the Cooperative Program for Operational
Meteorology, Education and Training (COMET) to promote a better understanding of
mesoscale meteorology and to maximize the benefits of new weather technologies. Today
the COMET Program addresses education and training needs in the atmospheric and
related sciences through online learning modules” (COMET).
An executive board and an advisory panel govern the COMET Program. The
executive board is made up of the heads of the training organizations that sponsor the
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program. The advisory panel is composed of representatives of the academic and
operational forecasting communities that COMET serves. Examples of training modules
can be found on the Meted website, UCAR-COMET’s learning module portal at
http://meted.comet.ucar.edu.
Prior to the implementation of this project, UCAR-COMET did not have a
Learning Management System. When a user took a module, there was no information
stored about their time or of the amount of the module that was completed. Users take
modules for either personal education or job requirements. Many of UCAR-COMET’s
sponsors require that their employees take and pass certain learning modules. Module
quizzes are emailed to management at UCAR-COMET, but no database is actively
compiling these user quiz scores. Databases analyzing quiz scores are needed because the
supervisors of many users would like to be able to check on their employees’ scores. In
addition, these scores can be used to analyze which areas might be harder for some of
their employees to grasp.
Prior to the implementation of the Learning Management System, emails sat on
individual managers’ computers and nothing was ever done with them. A system was
needed to compile information and scores so the managers could know that training
information was in fact being learned, acquired and retained. There needed to be
accountability from the user towards their completion of the modules. There was no way
to run reports on these quiz scores to gain useful information. Information compiled
could be used to analyze the effectiveness of training modules, how much time a user
spends reading through the information, and learning vs. use of information data.
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Sponsors are supporting members of the non-profit entity called UCAR-COMET.
Each sponsor agrees to a fixed amount of annual funding. The amount of funding each
sponsor provides determines the amount of voting power on the board. This board
determines what learning modules and what special projects (such as the creation of a
Learning Management System) are created in a given fiscal year. The panel decides
which training modules to build based on many different trends such as new technology,
popular issues, and catastrophic weather events.

1.3 Project Goals
The goals for this project were to investigate the possible Learning Management
System options including purchasing an off-the-shelf system, adopting a free, open
source system, or creating and owning a custom Learning Management System. The
Learning Management System was needed to track progress and success on a module.
The system should be easy to use for both users and administrators. Both users and
administrators have varying ranges of technology aptitude. The Learning Management
System needs to take into account these varying comfort levels with technology and
make the analysis of data accessible to all parties. The system should be modular to allow
future additions. COMET is consistently adding new technology and techniques to their
modules. The Learning Management System needs to be able to be easily manipulated to
include analysis of new additions and sections. All work was done in house with the
current staff. Staff includes web designers, graphic artists, programmers, meteorologists,
project managers, and administrators. Additional resources including staff and
technology are not necessary. The project was deemed successful when the system was
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operational meaning, it can collect, analyze, categorize, and send data. A six-month
completion time line was established.

1.4 Barriers and Issues
An issue from the users’ perspective is that they are now required to provide
UCAR-COMET with personal information and are subject to quiz score tracking.
Personal information includes name, address, affiliation (where they work), email, and so
on. Users’ scores can be analyzed, their time spent on a module is revealed, their
completion of the module and the time it takes them to complete it are tracked. There is
somewhat of an ethical issue at play when users are required to reveal their personal
information and scores. One hurdle is getting the user to be comfortable with this process.
Tracking an employee’s progress on training modules and tracking their test scores may
be perceived as unethical if used as the basis of job performance reviews and
advancement. If managers or administrators require all users to submit their information
and it is just something that is required, this may alleviate the stress of the user.
Reassurance by employers that quiz scores will not be used as job performance appraisal
is advised as well.

1.5 Project Scope
The project was estimated to take six months to complete from analysis and
design through implementation. Analysis and design occupied 1 month, development
took 4 months and implementation and testing took 1 month, totaling 6 months. The
exact dollar amount was the sum total of one full time programmer at 80K/yr, two 1/2-
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time developers at 60K/yr, and three managers ¼-time at 80K/yr totaling 100K. This
labor total represents the entire cost to UCAR-COMET, as all the software was free ware.
The time lost to production was represented by a decrease in module production for the
six-month period. COMET has a small labor force, but the other employees are able to
efficiently continue module production.

1.6 Summary
UCAR-COMET was being asked by its sponsors to provide a Learning
Management System so that module behavior could be tracked. The tracking included
time spent in a module, completeness of a module, and quiz score information. All
information is stored in a mySQL database. Individual module information is tracked for
each user. Reports about all information stored are available for management via the
web-based system interface. Reports are available by search type or custom searches can
be created. The user and admin Guided User Interface (GUI) are a series of php pages
(see appendix A and B for examples).
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2.0 Chapter Two: Research
2.1 Review of Available Solutions
Three main solutions to tracking data were to build the Learning Management
System in-house, use a free open source system, or purchase an off-the-shelf product.
There are many off-the-shelf Learning Management Systems available. These off-theshelf products range in price from free to hundreds of thousands of dollars. “Interact is an
open source Learning Community Environment. It could also be called a Learning
Management System, a Course Management System, or a Virtual Learning Environment”
(Interact 1). Interact provides the source code for their Learning Management System as a
free download. Although this is a cost attractive solution, the time involved in
deciphering the source code is intensive. On the flip side of the open source offered by
Interact are more expensive off the shelf Learning Management Systems. Negative
aspects of these Learning Managements Systems are their initial cost and the cost to
maintain effectiveness. One example of such a Learning Management System is geolearning. According to Liz Page, “The National Weather Service recently learned the
hard way that Learning Management Systems can cost a fortune. The National Weather
Service pays $100K/year upkeep on the system, which includes access to SkilSoft and
NetG courses. Initial cost was $250K (in 2001), and they have paid a bit more in
customizations (on the order of $100K) and it's hard to estimate pain and suffering costs”
(personal communication December 10, 2005).
What is the big difference between an open source system like the Interact
system and a million dollar system such as geo-learning? The big difference is that there
are no sales people knocking down doors to promote a free piece of software. Advertising
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and marketing are expensive and are absorbed in the cost of high-priced, off the shelf
software. The high-priced software product may be of a higher quality, but at a
tremendously higher financial price. Another big difference is that the open source
system does not come with support. Technical support for high priced software is also
rolled into its cost. If a company is not technically savvy and prefers to involve itself in
the business of learning about source code, then perhaps the high price is warranted.
Many different quirks in free software can be frustrating for inexperienced, non-savvy
employees. Technical support may be a necessity for those types of companies. If a
business is willing to undergo the risks of learning and supporting an open source system
then the potential cost savings may be a reward. An extensive amount of money can be
saved if freeware is used. However, tech-savvy employees are needed to deal with
complications that arise with open source systems. Other Learning Management System
providers such as Tracorp, offer a free Learning Management System as long as the
company enters into an agreement to purchase courses.
Another is that not all Learning Management Systems are created equal. Some
include more functionality than others. This can be a benefit if the purchaser is not
exactly sure what they want. They can play with the system and see what features might
be useful. However, too much functionality can bog down the system and be
burdensome. Not enough functionality leaves the system useless. The UCAR-COMET
Learning Management System must contain the precise amount of functionality and be
available and customizable for the future. Some of these functionality traits include
tracking of page level detail, book marking pages, and web-page building tools. Many
Learning Management System companies have come and gone over the past ten years as
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web technologies and online learning have grown. Purchasing software leaves COMET
susceptible to investing in a high priced software system only to be left without tech
support when the company ceases to exist.
There are many academically known Learning Management Systems such as the
one used by Regis University, WebCT. Black board, E-college, and Jones International
are also widely used among the university communities. Most of these systems are built
around a forum where students can collaborate. In UCAR-COMET’s case, learners are
not collaborating as in a classroom environment. UCAR-COMET’s learners take
modules on independently and do not interact with other learners. These academic
systems are not appropriate for UCAR-COMET’s purposes.
Creating a custom Learning Management System from scratch where the source
code knowledge is in the hands of the employees was attractive to UCAR-COMET.
UCAR-COMET has a team already trained to create web-based training modules. Their
skills include designing and developing websites, management of technical projects,
instruction design, database design, and programming. Creating a Learning Management
System was not above the staffs’ knowledge base. The benefits of creating a Learning
Management System in-house include:
•

The source code is 100% owned

•

The source code is in the control of UCAR-COMET

•

The system is custom designed for COMET’s needs

•

Maintenance can be performed in-house

•

The system resides in-house
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•

There are no concerns about Learning Management System providers going out
of business

•

There are no annual fees

•

There are no initial high cost purchases

2.2 History of Learning Management Systems
Just what is a Leaning Management System? There are many different flavors of
Learning Management Systems. A Learning Management System can be something as
simple as a forum where students gather to communicate via text postings or as complex
as a system that tracks every mouse click, every question answered, and the amount of
time elapsed. The forum design is much like the Regis online environment via WebCT.
As of this writing, forums have been around for more than 10 years. A forum provides a
centralized place where students in specific classes can communicate, post class work,
and comment about ideas or assignments. WebCT does have other features, but most
Regis online classes only make use of the forum for communication. Right now, a type of
forum that is popular is called a blog. A Blog (meaning weB-log) is pretty much a forum
with a new name. There is nothing revolutionary about the blog, as media hype would
have us believe.
As web-based training gained momentum over the last ten years, Learning
Management Systems became a prevalent way to track users’ web-based training efforts.
Expensive, feature-rich Learning Management Systems are driven by the corporate
sector. Countless e-learning companies have come and gone leaving many abandon
Learning Management Systems in their path. One example of this evolution is
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intellinex.com. Intellinex is a company that evolved from several e-learning companies.
Intellinex is still in business, but their original Learning Management System called
LEAP is now defunct. Companies who purchased the LEAP system are left with an
unsupported, dead system. The company is left at the mercy of the Learning Management
System creator. This story can be found over and over again. All one has to do to see the
now defunct Learning Management System trail is consult last years e-learning expo
guide. The e-learning expo is an annual trade show where Learning Management System
creators display their systems. From year to year the company list changes. Leaning
Management Systems come and go like the wind. Although the corporate sector still
purchases off-the-shelf systems, free, open source Learning Management Systems are
now widely available.

2.3 Discussion of available shareware/freeware tools
There are many types of shareware/freeware tools available to the consumer.
Moodle is an example of a free, open source system that can be used as a Learning
Management System. “It was created as a Ph.D. dissertation project, and has taken on a
life of its own. Moodle is advertised as easy to install, use and maintain on Linux,
Windows and Mac OS X platforms” (Berkeley). Moodle’s functionality includes forums,
journals, quizzes, resources, and an area for displaying assignments. The administrative
side of the system an assignment-tracking feature that time stamps a students work when
uploaded to the server. The forum can be viewed as nested, flat or threaded, oldest or
newest first. Moodle also has the ability to post photos with text messages. “Yahoo!
Groups, Blackboard, and WebCT do not have this capability” (Berkeley). Although this
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system is a good free solution, the UCAR-COMET wants to hold and maintain ownership
of the system. Adopting a free system means that the UCAR-COMET technical staff
must become familiar with the source code. Attempting to customize may end up being
more work than building the system from scratch.
Another free Learning Management System considered by UCAR-COMET is the
Jones International Learning Management System. The Jones International system is very
much like the WebCT system used by Regis University. It allows different courses to be
entered, forums can be established, and professors have administrative access to a grade
posting area. As a real-world example of this system, the Jones International Learning
Management System was successfully used by Metro College of Denver in the late 90s.
During this time the Jones International system was a pay service that included support.
Jones International decided to stop support of the system and it was made available as a
free, open source download.
Although the Moodle Learning Management System and the Jones International
Learning Management System are both free, there is still cost involved because UCARCOMET programmers must interpret the source code in order to customize the system.
Another issue is functionality of both free systems. The free systems use a forum
environment that is not a desirable feature for UCAR-COMET. Ultimately, the
programming staff at UCAR-COMET decided it would be more desirable to create a
system from scratch where all the source code was known by the developers than to
attempt to interpret a third party system. The decision to build from scratch gave UCARCOMET the ability to include only the desired functionality. This simple functionality
provided UCAR-COMET with a lightweight Learning Management System that is easily
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expandable in the future. Having a staff that created the source code leaves UCARCOMET with complete knowledge of the inter workings of the system.

2.4 Summary
There were many Learning Management Systems from which to choose. Some
Learning Management Systems are open source systems that are free of charge, others
cost millions of dollars. Some Learning Management Systems have many features while
others have few. Not all Learning Management Systems are created equal. The features
that were desirable for UCAR-COMET are minimal and include tracking time in a
module, location in a module, and quiz scores. Creating a Learning Management System
from scratch, in house was the desired method for UCAR-COMET because UCARCOMET now owns the system, the system can be easily changed, and the system
includes only the desired functionality.
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3.0 Chapter Three: Project Methodology
3.1 Research Methods Used
The project attempted to follow the project lifecycle model including analysis,
design, development, testing, implementation, and maintenance phases. Ultimately, the
project used a rapid prototyping methodology meaning that the some amount, but not all
of the analysis was preformed before moving ahead to the design phase, development on
prototype pages were started before the design was complete, and so on. The project
bounced between stages as needed. Some of the pieces like the php pages were more
cyclical in nature. Small amounts of each phase were completed and then cycled through
again for better flushing out of code and concepts. Overall, the project life cycle provided
a good mapping of what was to be done, but reality dictated that some phases are
revisited after they are complete.
3.2 Analysis Phase
During the analysis phase, project goals were refined into detailed functions and
operations that the Learning Management System would exhibit. In the analysis phase,
UCAR-COMET looked at the possible Learning Management System solutions. As
discussed in the research section of this paper, the three main choices were to purchase an
off-the-shelf system, use an open source system, or to build a custom system (Refer back
to section 2.3 for details about the researched systems.). Sending a lot of money for an
off-the-shelf system is not an option because UCAR-COMET is a non-profit agency with
a small Learning Management System budget. Although UCAR-COMET researched
using the free open source Moodle and Jones International systems, UCAR-COMET
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wants the ability to own and control their system. UCAR-COMET did not want the
complications of deciphering another party’s source code and did not want to have to
delete a lot of superfluous functionality. Tapping into the knowledge base already
employed at UCAR-COMET in order to build a custom system was the most attractive
avenue. Analysis of the off-the-shelf Learning Management Systems did not take long. A
major partner in UCAR-COMET, the National Weather Service, underwent an off-theshelf Learning Management System decision that proved to be extremely costly. The
National Weather Services’ work with the Geo-learning system allowed UCAR-COMET
first hand knowledge and experience with a costly initial investment that continued to
require substantial financial updates. This experience showed UCAR-COMET that a
relationship with an off the shelf Learning Management System vendor can be expensive.
Once a company is committed to a Learning Management System, it is not easy to
change systems. Learning modules are linked into the system and data is stored in the
database. These items are not easily transferred over to other systems due to differences
in database table structure, database type, and methods for tracking web-based
information.

3.2.1 Business Requirements
UCAR-COMET requires that the Learning Management System be simple, easy
to use, and cost effective. UCAR-COMET is interested in building a custom Learning
Management System in order to control its features and to have ownership of the system.
The driving business factor is the request from sponsors to implement a Learning
Management System. The requirements are that the system track the time spent in a
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module, the completeness of a module, and test scores associated with the modules.
These results are stored in the mySQL database and are available to the user and
administrators via the php access pages.

3.2.2 Technical Requirements
The Learning Management System must be easy to use. To begin, the user is first
required to create an account to log into the system, which will be stored in a MySQL
database.
List of requirements:
•

If a user’s browser crashes, the quiz score is recorded up to that point in
the database

•

If a user logs back in after a crash, the system ask the user if they want to
resume where they left off

•

A registration table stores user’s personal information

•

Each quiz and module taken is associated with the user

•

Courses can be created by bundling multiple modules

•

Course and module completion certification is provided

•

The quiz must randomize the order of the questions

•

Question types must include drop-down selections and multiple choice
(See appendix A)

•

The system must create desired reports (See appendix B) for a variety of
users
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•

Quiz questions can be accompanied by a graphic, Flash swf, animation,
etc.

•

If a quiz is taken more than once by the same individual, it is over written
by the new answers (i.e. the user can improve their score)

3.2.3 Software Requirements
The software used to develop the UCAR-COMET Learning Management System
includes MySQL open source database management software, a free download from
mySQL.com, Apache open source web server software available as a free download from
apache.org, and php which is “a widely-used general-purpose scripting language that is
especially suited for Web development and can be embedded into HTML (PHP.net).”
Php code can be edited in a text editor program such as vi or notepad. The primary tool
used to create php code is Dreamweaver, a web page editing software. SQL is used to
query the database and php displays these results as output in a web-based format.

3.2.4 Reporting Requirements
Reporting of data is imperative in the success of the project.
Reporting requirements include:
•

The number of quizzes taken per month for each quiz

•

The total head count of users registered in the system by affiliation

•

Maximum, minimum, and average quiz score results

•

Percentage of time an answer has been selected for each question in a quiz

•

Number of people taking quizzes from the private sector
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•

Individual scores on quizzes

•

Individual success on entire modules

•

Module completion data

•

Question by question analysis

3.2.5 Training Requirements
The UCAR-COMET staff members that require access to the Learning
Management System are limited to a small number of people. Training on the
administration side of the system was conducted in a classroom environment on site. The
training time only took 1-2 hours, as the system is not complicated. Training topics
include how to enter quizzes into the system and running reports on the data. The training
was accomplished using a PowerPoint presentation accompanied by a brief introduction
to the Learning Management System software. Many of the employees that interact with
the administration pages are the same employees who built the system. These employees
already have a thorough knowledge of the system. They did not need an extensive,
intricate introduction to the software and its purpose.
There was no training of the user side of the system. It was assumed that users of
UCAR-COMET web-based training modules already possessed the ability to interact
with these few, strait forward web pages because all UCAR-COMET modules are webbased to begin with. The user experience is similar to any other web-based registration
that may occur on a third-party website. However, support is available to users via an
email contact at UCAR-COMET should a user be unable to complete the registration or
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have other technical issues. The UCAR-COMET support person replies, in a timely
fashion, to individual support requests as they are received.

3.3 Design Phase
The first step in the design phase was to gather requirements and to create a wish
list based on managers’ meetings. These meetings established desired features including
screen layouts, business rules, process diagrams, and pseudo code. Research showing
what types of features were included in off-the-shelf Learning Management Systems was
analyzed and considered. Sponsors dictated the basic requirements they desired. Those
requirements consisted of a database system that would track time in a module, module
completeness, and quiz scores based on each individual user.
The initial design was done in html text descriptions and hyperlinks. Ultimately,
php pages were used as the GUI for both user and administrator. Style sheets controlled
the layout, color, and fonts in the GUI. These style sheets were created to allow for ease
of change throughout the life of the project.
UCAR-COMET’s chief database programmer completed the database design. The
database programmer created SQL code, tables, and table relationships. The table layout
created in mySQL can be seen in appendix D. Php code was primarily generated by
Dreamweaver, a web page editing software. UCAR-COMET’s primary programmer
created the php source code and tested it against the mySQL database. To see example
php code see appendix C.

3.3.1 The Project Plan
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The project plan is built around five phases of the project life cycle. The first
phase was an analysis of the current situation and the available options. The analysis
showed that UCAR-COMET was without a Learning Management System. The available
options were to adopt a freeware system, purchase a system, or build a custom system.
The second phase focused on the project design. Decisions about screen layout, features,
and look and feel were made. The third phase was the project development. All database
tables and php GUI access pages were created. The forth phase was the testing phase. All
the created pages and database were tested. The database was populated with data in
order to test php pages including reports. The fifth and final stage of the project was
project maintenance. The maintenance included additions, corrections, and changes, as
management deems necessary. The system is predicted to last at least five years but
could be maintained longer depending on changes in technology and future Learning
Management System trends.

3.3.2 The Support Plan
The support plan includes support of the system and support of the end user.
Supporting the system is the responsibility of the database administrator at UCARCOMET. Supporting the end user is done via email. An email contact under a technical
support page is available to the end user. Email support goes to the entire IT staff, which
includes five people. The IT staff responds to support questions depending on their ability
to provide support for a give question. The expectation for support is an average of one
email per day from users. One primary support contact responds to the users. The time
commitment is expected to be less than 5% of the individual’s daily workload. Inside
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users of the system such as managers receive support from the same support individual.
The time commitment to support managers and staff is less than 5% of daily workload.
Support totals for this one individual are estimated at less that 10% of daily total
workload.

3.3.3 The Training Plan
The entire UCAR-COMET staff completed testing. The staff was asked to enter
the system as end users and register. After registration was complete, the staff was asked
to enter modules and take quizzes. The database administrator gauged the load on the
server and took comments from the staff. They also looked over the data generated and
the communication of that data. The comments were collected and reviewed by
management. They were reviewed to make sure the system was working correctly and
that it was providing accurate and desired results. Comments may be addressed or
revisited depending on the collective decision of management. Adjustments were made
depending on the decision of management and the IT department. IT tested the
administrative side of the system by entering quizzes and linking modules.

3.4 Development Phase
The first part of the system to be developed was the servers. Both database and
web server were configured and made operational. The next step was to set up MySQL
database software on the database server. Tables, relationships, and basic SQL were
created in the mySQL environment. Some minimal test data was loaded into the database
to test the SQL statements. See appendix D for an example of the mySQL SQL testing
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feature. Once the database environment was complete and tested, php page creation
began. Building and testing the php pages against the database along the way made it
easy to ensure proper functionality. After the development of the system was complete,
the system was made live on the UCAR-COMET test web server. The test system can be
accessed via http://deved.meted.ucar.edu. The final working system was moved to the
actual web server after testing was complete http://meted.ucar.edu. The developed
portion of the test site is the development server. This is a working copy that resided on
the same physical server. Development, changes, and testing is always done on the
testing server and then moved to the Meted side when complete.

3.4.1 Build database
The database tables and relationships were created in a mySQL environment. The
mySQL environment is a php based GUI interface (see appendix C for an example). The
tables and relationships are based on what was decided in the design phase. Each module
has a unique identifier number that is linked to other records in the database. The module
number is attached to a user after they complete a module. The quiz score is associated
with a user and the module. The main three links are user, module, and quiz score.
In addition to the user information and quiz scoring that are stored in the database,
each module contains quiz questions. Each learning module has a quiz with an unlimited
number of questions. Each question is stored in the database. A question can be multiple
choice or dropdown. See appendix C for examples of the types of questions available.

3.4.2 Build interface
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The interface pages were built using php. The php code was created in
Dreamweaver or hand coded in a text editor. Pages were designed based on specifications
created in the design phase. The specifications include the use of a style sheet on all html
and php pages in order to make future, global revision easy. Styles used provide easy to
read text layout and colors consistent with the overall Meted website look and feel. See
appendix D for example php code. For examples of the completed user GUI pages, see
appendix A. For examples of completed administrative GUI pages, see appendix B. All
pages were built with style sheets to allow for easy look and feel changes if required.

3.4.3 Server setup
The servers are UNIX servers. One server is the web server where Apache web
server software and all the GUI php interface pages are located. The second UNIX server
is the mySQL database server. The system consists of two physical server environments.
The web server is open to the web and therefore more venerable to hackers. The mySQL
database resides inside the firewall and is therefore safer. Only the database administrator
has access to the mySQL table structure. The systems are backed up via UCARCOMET’s existing tape back up system, which is responsible for backing up all UCARCOMET learning module work.

3.5 Testing Phase
Testing brought all the pieces together into a special testing environment. A click
through of all user and administrator GUI pages was conducted. The click through
ensures that there are no broken links and that links take the user to the proper location.
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Test data was loaded into the database so that test reports could be run. Dreamweaver
debugging feature was used to test php code for bugs. The UCAR-COMET staff was
involved in the testing phase. Every employee was asked to register and take quizzes in
the system. This load test attempted to emulate the live user experience. After the in
house testing was complete, reports were run to see the test totals.

3.5.1 Test database
Testing the database involves three different levels of testing. First, loading test
data confirms the functionality of the database table structure. Second, reports are run on
the test data to prove the expected results of the data returned. Third, in addition to report
testing, load testing is performed. The UCAR-COMET staff does the load testing. The
staff accesses the user GUI pages all at the same time in order to test performance of the
database. Testing make sure that data is compiled and presented correctly, the server can
handle the traffic, and determines whether there are any other system bugs to report.

3.5.2 Test interface
The IT staff does interface testing to ensure that all fields, links, and buttons in the
php pages are functional first. This is called the click through. The UCAR-COMET staff
performs a second test and uses similar techniques in a more random fashion. Any issue
is reported to and fixed by IT. Comments on the interface layout are also taken.
Management discusses these comments and any changes are decided upon by their team.
The IT staff tests administrative pages. Multiple IT staff personnel access all php pages.
The IT staff enters quizzes into the database via the administrative php pages (see
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appendix B for examples). All errors are reported to the database administrator and the
errors are corrected. When an error is corrected, the database administrator emails the IT
staff and asks them to test the affected section again. The process continues in a cyclical
fashion. Once the IT staff deems the pages usable, testing is complete.

3.5.3 Test server
Testing the server was accomplished through the interface and database testing.
When the test of the interface and database were complete and successful, the server was
deemed functional. Web server stats were also monitored using Apache’s built in website
statistics software.

3.5.4 Develop maintenance plan
The UCAR-COMET database administrator conducts long-term maintenance,
which involves periodic software upgrades as the manufactures of the software make
updates available. MySQL updates are completed, as newer versions are available.
Occasional security updates of the Apache web server and php code are also completed.
Comments and suggestions are continuously reviewed, considered, and adjusted as
needed.

3.6 Maintenance Phase
As new releases of mySQL become available, the on staff database administrator
upgrades the database. The business plan calls for the system to be operational for at least
five years. Hardware maintenance on the UNIX server may be required during this time.
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These can include monitoring disk space or simply rebooting. Change orders are
expected as ongoing manager meetings and user feedback is gathered. Correction of code
may occur as bugs are detected. The database administrator at UCAR-COMET conducts
primary, long-term maintenance.

3.6.1 Managing upgrade requests
Upgrade requests are given to the database administer by management. All
upgrade requests are filtered through management. Management is responsible for
approving any upgrade request. If an upgrade is approved, the IT staff determines the
appropriate person on staff to conduct the update depending on their skills.

3.6.2 Maintain database
The database administrator performs database maintenance. Maintenance includes
updates to the mySQL software as newer versions become available, purging old data,
and conducting database backup to ensure database optimization.

3.6.3 Maintain server
UNIX server maintenance is almost non-existent. The UNIX server up time is so
reliable it is virtually a maintenance-free machine as compared to other server
environments such as Windows, which have a tendency to need constant rebooting. The
UNIX server environment is expected to support beyond the life of the project. The
UCAR-COMET network administrator performs maintenance, should maintenance be
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necessary. The UCAR-COMET IT staff is already familiar with and prefers the UNIX
environment.

3.6.4 Project closure
Completion of the Learning Management System marks official project closure
although system maintenance and upgrades continue throughout the life of the system.
Testing was the last phase before closure was accomplished.

3.7 Milestones
Project milestones include:
•

Completion of the analysis phase

•

Completion of the design phase

•

Completion of the development phase

•

Completion of the testing phase

•

Project launch which marks the beginning of the maintenance phase

3.8 Outcomes
Project outcomes include:
•

Functional GUI php user pages

•

Functional GUI php administrator pages

•

Functional mySQL database

•

Sponsors approval of the Learning Management System

•

Management approval of the Learning Management System
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4.0 Chapter Four: Project History
4.1 How the project began
As Learning Management Systems became the norm for web-based training,
UCAR-COMET’s sponsors requested the implementation of a Learning Management
System in order to better track its employees’ learning module progress and
comprehension. Since the National Weather Servers had a negative experience with an
off-the-shelf Learning Management System, it was deemed that building a custom system
would be the best solution for UCAR-COMET. Support for building the custom Learning
Management System came from UCAR-COMET’s sponsors and management.

4.2 How the project was managed
Three top-level managers at UCAR-COMET managed the project. These
managers directed the analysis, design, development, testing, implementation, and
maintenance of the Learning Management System. They coordinated communication
and cooperation between different employees and departments within UCAR-COMET to
complete the Learning Management System.
Overall, the management team was effective. The Learning Management System
was completed on time and within expected budget. The technical nature of UCARCOMET’s business allowed the development staff to work autonomously for much of the
project life cycle.
Now that the project is complete, the IT staff and UCAR-COMET management
communications have reduced to an as needed basis.
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4.3 Was the project considered a success?
The project was a success. Currently there are more than 2000 users registered in
the UCAR-COMET Learning Management System. Those 2000 users have taken more
than 9000 quizzes to date. There are more than 100 modules and quizzes available in the
Learning Management System. (http://meted.ucar.edu).
The php pages (GUI) are simple and easy to use. The mySQL database has
handled the user load. The system up time is acceptable and rarely requires reboot.
Support occasionally receives a complaint about the storage of personal
information and the tracking of quiz scores. However, the requirement to provide
personal information is only necessary if the employer is requiring that the quiz score and
progress be tracked. Support is directed to inform the person that they should take the
issue to their supervisor. Module and quiz access is available without registration as long
as the person does not need information tracked for job requirements.

4.4 What changes occurred to the plan?
Report requirements changed throughout the project life cycle. Ultimately, a
“create your own report” feature was added to try to accommodate any reporting request
(See appendix B). The GUI screen layout changed continually and is still being refined
today. The screen layouts have become part of the ongoing maintenance of the system.
Since there were many testers at UCAR-COMET looking at the GUI pages, many
comments were collected about the overall appearance. The appearance ended up being
altered numerous times during the project life cycle. However, the look and feel, the
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appearance of the GUI pages, is in the eye of the beholder and is likely to continue to
evolve.

4.5 How did the project end?
Although the project went live and was considered a success, it continues to
evolve to this day. Testing was effective, but bugs are occasionally discovered and
resolved. UCAR-COMET sponsors are happy with the Leaning Management System and
continue to add modules as required job training is enhanced. As more people require the
UCAR-COMET training, the user base will grow. The current user base of more than
2000 has exceeded the expectations of UCAR-COMET sponsors and managers.

4.6 What went right and what went wrong?
The completion of the physical system was a success. All the php coded GUI
pages are acceptable and functional (see appendix A & B). The MySQL database is
acceptable and functional (see appendix D). The functioning database and php pages are
examples of things that went right. Managing change is hard for any project and UCARCOMET’s managers are responsible for managing all the change to the Learning
Management System. An example of something that went wrong is the change
management plan. Unfortunately, the IT department must respond to all change requests
that management delivers. Better planning of requirements may have lessened the amount
of change requests post project completion.
The Learning Management system was completed on time and on budget.
Although the time line was not a diving force, the system was operational within the
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expected time frame. As stated above, changes to the system are continually being made.
As feedback from users comes to management’s attention, change requests are discussed
and then decisions on changes are given to the programming staff. Most changes are
small and do not require much time to implement. Examples of small changes include
style sheet changes that affect the look and feel of the user and administrative pages.

4.7 Project Summary
The UCAR-COMET Learning Management System is successful because it
serves the intended purpose, which is to track a user’s progress through a module, their
completeness of the module, and their quiz score related to the module. The timeline was
kept and regularly scheduled work was not interrupted any more than anticipated.
Currently there are more than 2000 users registered in the UCAR-COMET Learning
Management System. Those 2000 users have taken more than 9000 quizzes to date.
There are more than 100 modules and quizzes available in the Learning Management
System. (http://meted.ucar.edu). UCAR-COMET’s sponsors are satisfied with the
Learning Management System and are able to now gauge an employee’s progress
through the module tracking features.
UCAR-COMET’s programming staff continues to maintain and implement
changes to the system. One primary programmer is responsible for handling the
maintenance and change whether that means working independently or requesting other
IT staff’s help.
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5.0 Chapter Five: Lessons Learned
5.1 What was learned from the project experience?
After completion of a working, implemented system, the project was deemed a
success. It was quickly learned that not all functionality was designed into the system,
however. Additional reports were requested after competition. Specifically, the report
that shows how many private sector users are accessing modules was added late in the
project life cycle. In addition, the ability to create a custom report was added later in the
project life cycle. These additional reports were simple enough to generate, as they only
required SQL to be performed on the database and php access page to display results.
The look and feel continues to change as users and managers offer feedback on
the current system. UCAR-COMET has a tendency to react too quickly. If one user
makes a comment about the legibility of a page, the page is immediately changed to
attempt to make that one user happy. This may not be a sustainable maintenance plan.
According to UCAR-COMET policy, a change request from a user must occur more than
one time in order for it to be up for consideration. Then, the management team and IT
must agree that the change is warranted before a change is implemented.
Occasional database errors cause users quiz scores to be dropped. This problem
cannot be fully confirmed and is based on the occasional support email from a user
claiming to have taken a quiz were no score is found. Since the nature of technology is
not foolproof, adjustments are made to quiz scores on the honor system. Perhaps with an
enterprise database system such as Oracle, dropped data would not be expected.
However, with the use of the free MySQL database, occasional errors are tolerated. The
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database administrator has come to the conclusion that restarting the database on a
monthly basis seems to help prevent lost data. This issue is being looked into further.
As newer versions of software have come available they have been upgraded on
the system. One example of were this became problematic is with the latest version of
php. When the new software was installed on the system all php pages were temperaroly
unavailable. Although a work around was quickly established, a proper understanding of
the effects in the newer version were to blame.
UCAR-COMET learned that purchasing a Learning Management System was
expensive, using an open source system was risky, and building a custom system was the
desired path. The custom system solution allowed UCAR-COMET to construct a simple
system that only had the desired functionality. Working with a small on-staff team made
changes to the system easier than dealing with out sourcing. Because the project was
small and the team was small, impromptu meetings could be held to discuss the direction
of the Learning Management System. It was learned that this small project and team were
a very manageable task.
However, even though the project is complete and operational, change requests
continue to be generated. Just as with any project, it can continue on forever if the powers
allow it to be so. Although the small size of the project and team are a benefit in some
regards, it is a hindrance when it comes to change requests. The small team environment
makes it easy for managers to request changes on the fly. Since it is known that the
system is relatively simple, changes are also perceived as simple. Learning how to live
with this process for the life of the project is between the managers and the support staff
who must implement the change.
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5.2 What should have been done differently?
There were many lessons learned while planning and initiating this project. Most
importantly, more requirements and parameters should have been created up front.
Greater detail in the user and administrative page layout might limit the numerous
changes that are occurring based on one or two users’ opinions. In addition, the more
stringently set the layout and parameters were, the fewer and less necessary changes
became warranted. Too often systems are built and only then do managers realize what
they really wanted is something very different. If more time were spent during the
planning phase on important details, managers would have been required to make binding
decisions at that time so fewer changes were needed after development.
The UCAR-COMET Learning Management System was built using flexible
technology. Making changes to php layout or adding tables to the mySQL database are
not usually difficult tasks. However, as more and more parties become involved in the
change request process, ideas frequently clash and the work becomes more tedious and
time is wasted.
System requirements should have been better defined. Features were added to the
project scope towards the end of the project. One example of a significant change that
occurred late in the project is the addition of course level tracking. Originally, modules
were the top-level for tracking. It was decided late in the project that modules should be
able to be lumped together to form a course. Although this functionality was added to the
user interface pages, (see appendix A for an example) the reports are unable to search on
a course level and if a user is at the module level, there is no indicator to let them know
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that the module is also part of a course. The integration of the course level element came
late in the project and usability of the feature suffers because of this fact.
Another feature that is currently being discussed has to do with the end of quiz
scoring display. Right now, the user’s quiz score is displayed for them and they can see
which question they got correct or incorrect. The feature that would make this function
better is the addition of linking back to module content that relates to each question.
Currently there is no way to link into the content from a quiz question. If a user could
link to the area of content, they could review the material and discover why they missed a
question. This adds instructional value that was overlooked in the initial build. The
addition of the feature is currently under review.

5.3 Did the project meet expectations?
The project did meet the layout requirements by sponsors and management. The
system is up and running and has thus far required little maintenance. Reports can be
generated to meet the needs of management. Users have been able to access and register
on the system without too much trouble. Occasionally, users’ might forget their
passwords, so emails are sent to request help. Users also have trouble with quizzes.
Because the quizzes are web-based, technical problems can occur such as user browser’s
crash.
These project goals were accomplished:
•

Created, owns and maintains the Learning Management System

•

Track progress and success on a module

•

Easy to use for both users and administrators
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•

Modular to allow future additions

•

Work was done in house with the current staff

•

Can collect, analyze, categorize, and send data.

•

A six-month completion time line met.

5.4 What is the next stage of the project?
The next step of the project is to continue evaluating the system in order to
determine the next appropriate level of functionality. UCAR-COMET management will
review comments from users as they come in to determine where common themes
indicate a need for change.

5.5 Summary
UCAR-COMET’s sponsors requested the addition of a Learning Management
System to track users learning module activity. UCAR-COMET responded by providing
a fully functional Learning Management System that met all requirements. All Business
Requirements, Technical Requirements, Software Requirements, Reporting
Requirements, and Training Requirements were met. The existing UCAR-COMET
technical staff built the Learning Management System. UCAR-COMET learned from the
mistakes of the National Weather Service and avoided the high cost of an off-the-shelf
Learning Management System. UCAR-COMET now wholly owns and maintains the
custom Learning Management System. Sponsors, managers, and UCAR-COMET staff
are all pleased with the Learning Management System.
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Appendix A: The User Experience
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Access Point
The user gains access into the UCAR-COMET Learning Management System via this
simple GUI front page. The user must create an account if one has not already been
created.
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Registration
Standard information is collected from the user and stored in the mySQL database.
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Welcome
Once the registration is complete, the user is welcome into the system.
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User Options
When a user logs into the system they have several options shown below.
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User Records
A user can view a record of all quiz information stored. In this example there is one
records stored.
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Module and Quiz list
The user can now access any of the learning modules and quizzes available at UCARCOMET.
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Log in Message
This list of modules and quizzes is available even if the user does not create an account.
The user is informed that their information will not be tracked.
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Sample Question
Below is an example multiple-choice question from one of the UCAR-COMET quizzes.
The user has the option to make a selection and save or skip the question. If the question
is skipped, the user will be reminded to answer the question before the quiz is completed.
This message occurs on the final question page.
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Quiz Results
Once a quiz is complete the user is give a score, a list of questions, and the
correct/incorrect scoring.
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Appendix B: The Administrator Experience
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Create or Edit Quizzes
This admin access screen allows an admin to create a new quiz or edit an existing quiz.
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New Quiz
The first step in create a new quiz is to enter some basic information about the quiz. This
page has been customized to represent the meteorological learning modules UCARCOMET provides.
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Question Type
There are several types of question that can be created. These include: Multiple-choice
with a single answer, multiple-choice with multiple answers, drop-down box at the
beginning or end of a sentence, and drop-down boxes throughout a paragraph.
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Delete a Question
After a quiz is in the database, questions can be deleted by selecting the desired check
box and clicking the submit button.
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Question Entry
Questions are entered using simple text-entry fields with prompts.
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Reports
Many different reports can be generated with admin privileges.

Many reports are canned or custom reports can be created.
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Canned Reports
Here is a list of the current canned reports.
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Number of Quizzes
Once a report type is selected, the admin can choose to search by all or specific leaning
module.
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Number of Quizzes Taken Report
This represents a report on the number of quizzes taken each month for the DLAC
Lesson 1a.
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Count of Registered Students by Affiliation Report
This example report shows the total count of registered users based on affiliation type.
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Minimum, Maximum and Average Scores Report
This report shows the number of quizzes recorded, the max score, the min score, and the
average score.
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Percentage of Times an Answer Has Been Selected Report
The report shows the percentage of time a user selected each answer. The correct answers
are shown in bold. This report allows UCAR-COMET to see which questions everyone is
getting correct and which are being missed.
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Count of Private Sector Students by Quiz Report
This report shows the number of times a quiz was taken by someone in the private sector.
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Create Your Own Report
This is the screen where a custom report can be created. All search criteria are available
and can be selected as desired.
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Example Results for Search by Division NOAA
From the screen above, the report shows all data in the system with a noaa.gov email
address.
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Appendix C: Sample php Code
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Login Page
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Checkbox Question Template Page
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User Account Page
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Quiz Results Page
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Reports Quiz Percentage
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Appendix D: The Database Structure
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Database Entry Point
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Admin Table
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Quiz Answers Table
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Quiz Category Table
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Course Registration Table
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Courses Table
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Course Completed Table
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Quiz Questions Table
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Question Attempts Table
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Quizzes Table
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Quiz Results Table
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Registered Users Table
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Browse on Quizzes Table
This is an example view of data in the quizzes table in a mySQL database.
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Manual Data Entry
Data can be manually entered into the database via this access point in mySQL.
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SQL Testing
SQL can be tested from this point in the mySQL database.
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MySQL Custom Search
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